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^vorks whose tendency Is good.   For art belongs to a
different order of experience, the contemplative.
Let us return, then, to that order. I have spolen of the
special stability, unity and clarity of the contemplative ex-
perience created through poetry. But we may, of course,
have contemplative experience apart from poetry or the
other arts. A tumultuous emotion of joy or grief which
affects us personally, or with which we actively sympathize,
passes into a contemplative emotion which, if it * imitates %
also transforms it. The original emotion affects us in the
world of action: if it does not always hurry us on to act
overtly, yet It Is a state of unrest and Is attended by agita-
tion of the nervous system. The emotion Is Increased in
violence by the accelerated heartbeat or the lump in the
throat. But It is not on that account fully or clearly realized:
rather does consciousness become clearer as the call for
action disappears, or the physical disturbance subsides.
It is then that we possess ourselves in the known quality
of our joy or sorrow.
Such contemplative experience Is necessary for the full
life. It Is also the link between the world of action and the
world of art. The emotion which at first dumbfounded us,
or else deprived us of all reticence, has, In becoming
clearer, become amenable to form. We may, indeed, say
that anything which can be experienced In contemplative
fashion Is a proper subject for art. And anything that is
not so experienced, Is not yet a proper subject. What is,
for example, physically disgusting cannot, in isolation'},
be contemplated; and,, until it enters into a whole which.
Is not disgusting and therefore can be contemplated* it is
unit, for art. What we feel to be threatening to our

